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Why Entertainer of the Year, FI?

The Entertainer of the Year (EOY) national pageantry system started in 1991 showcasing drag creativity and entertainment. 
The pageantry system was started by George Stinson and Ed Lewis, owners of the Connection Complex in Louisville, Kentucky. They drew their 
inspiration from Female Impersonator of the Year, a one-time pageant event held in Houston in 1985, hosted by Ruth Buzzi and Lyle Waggoner, 
and released as a cable-TV special and home video. The winner of that contest, the late Naomi Sims (Newman Braud), is honored as EOY Emeritus. 

Since its inception, the EOY, FI national pageantry system has served as a charitable contest raising funds for the non-profit SLS Pride Foundation which 
is “dedicated to the betterment of diverse cultures.” EOY will celebrate its 30th Anniversary on July 24-26, 2020 in Louisville, Ky.

EOY has a rich legacy of excellence in entertainment and a long-standing history in the world of pageantry.  The list of National EOY, FI titleholders is an 
impressive, diverse list including Tasha Kohl, Electra, Daisey DeadPetals, Nina DiAngelo, Mohka Montrese, Erica Andrews, Tasha Long, Aurora Sexton, 
Trinity Taylor and Nina West.  I chose EOY for the diversity of formers, the commitment to helping me become better and the fact that the pageant 
rewarded “stellar entertainment.”  

Ultimately, you have to decide which national pageant system is worth YOUR time, talent and investment of money. It is a personal decision. Watch 
past pageant videos. Talk to promoters. Ask those who won, who lost and who competed one or more years. Most importantly, listen to diverse opinions 
and make up your own mind.  Everybody will have different opinions and you have to decide what is best for YOU.
In the end, the reason you should do a pageant contest is to WIN - but that should not be everything, or else you will be disappointed. 

Pageantry is about investing in your craft and, if you like the pageant system, being open to growing with the system.  Sometimes that growth will lead 
you to win.  Regardless, it will make you a better entertainer. I always say that a pageant contest is for five things: 

Learning about yourself      •       Professional growth as an entertainer
Building wonderful sisterhood and relationships with people in the industry

Building your brand and network      •       Fun, Fun and More Fun

Will you choose EOY, FI?  I hope so.  Reach out and ask me questions. You can count on me to always be honest and forthright.  EOY has been an amaz-
ing journey for me the last five years.  Now I won.  But even when I didn’t win the last four years, I wanted to come back to EOY because of the support 
and appreciation I felt from fellow contestants, promoters and former titleholders.  For me, that authenticity and caring is what made me choose EOY. 

Learn more EOY.net
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